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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study provides design information for temporary stormwater ponds with floating head
skimmers. The purpose of the ponds is to remove suspended sediment and nutrient loads from
stormwater runoff on active construction sites. The design information is directed at meeting the
standards in the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) general permit
which includes storing runoff from the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event or providing the equivalent
sediment control.1 The study results include:
•
•
•
•

Research of currently available floating head skimmers,
Estimation of runoff hydrology and hydraulics from active constructions sites using
HydroCAD,
Estimation of water quality improvements using P8, and
Design plans.

The study shows several available technologies for pond skimming. The pond and skimmer
design manages a 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event while removing an average of 80 percent of total
suspended solids (TSS) from runoff. Smaller systems do not operate equivalently without
additional treatment such as adding flocculants. Plans, maintenance requirements, and special
provisions are included.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study is to provide design information for temporary stormwater
ponds with floating head skimmers to remove suspended sediment and nutrient loads from
stormwater runoff on active construction sites. The design information is directed at meeting the
standards in the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) general permit
which includes storing runoff from the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event or providing equivalent
sediment controls.1 These items are outlined in more detail in Section III.C of the Minnesota
General Permit MN R100001 and apply to watersheds of 5 acres or more draining to one
location that discharges to a protected water or watershed of 10 acres or more draining to the
same location in all other scenarios. 1 The study explores a defined set of basin sizes, watershed
sizes, retention times, soil types, and alternate configurations. These parameters are used to
investigate rate control and pollutant removal efficiency in stormwater ponds with skimmers.
The results of the investigation were used to develop a standard set of plans and a general
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) directed at meeting the requirements of the
NPDES general permit and local watershed management organizations. The plan set and SWPPP
will be used by the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) for pollution control on
active construction sites throughout the state.
1.2 Framework
The study includes research of currently available floating head skimmers for use by
MnDOT. Each skimmer type varies greatly in application. A rating curve was created to
determine the theoretical effluent rate from various skimmer sizes. The rating curve found that
most skimmers provide a constant effluent rate which is restricted by outlet orifice or pipe size.
Figure 1 of Appendix B is a sample rating curve used in this evaluation.
Based on the available technology and calculated rating curve, computer models were
developed to evaluate the basin and skimmer hydrology and water quality improvement. The
hydrology and hydraulics of runoff from active constructions sites was predicted and evaluated
using HydroCAD. P8 was used to model the water quality. HydroCAD is a widely used
modeling tool for the evaluation and design of stormwater systems. P8 is a useful diagnostic tool
for evaluating water quality benefits of various watershed improvements. Both models require
user input on watershed characteristics, infrastructure dimensions, and precipitation. HydroCAD
was used to design the required pond dimensions. These were then used as input parameters to
the P8 model. The modeling results estimate the water quality improvements that can be
expected from the ponds.
A standard plan for a temporary stormwater pond was developed based on the results of
the research and modeling. The narrative for the MnDOT SWPPP template was updated to
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include this information. This standard plan includes maintenance protocols that define cleanout
frequency based on Stokes’ settling velocity.
1.3 HydroCAD Computer Model
HydroCAD is a stormwater modeling software that uses the standard Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) Curve Number (CN) method.2 HydroCAD is used to model
rainfall events for a specified reoccurrence interval or rainfall depth. The flow routing in
HydroCAD allows for modeling of a range of stormwater control measures. For this study, the
standard 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event (2.8 inches) for the Minneapolis/St. Paul area was used to
model the pond and skimmer system. HydroCAD includes a pond outlet device that operates like
a skimmer for constant flow after a certain water depth is achieved.
1.4 P8 Computer Model
P8 calculates runoff separately for pervious and impervious areas. Calculations for
pervious areas use the NRCS CN method.2 Runoff from impervious areas begins once the
cumulative storm rainfall exceeds the specified depression storage, with the runoff rate equal to
the rainfall intensity. The P8 model uses an hourly precipitation record (rain and snowfall) and
daily temperature record. Precipitation and temperature data were obtained from the
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. Records from 2001 to 2010 were used for this study.
The bare soil particle file was selected to model active construction sites.
1.5 Limitations and Significant Assumptions
Five watershed sizes were used to design the temporary ponds. These watersheds were 2,
5, 10, 15, and 20 acres. Four ponds were designed for each watershed with varying dead pool
storage volumes based on the size of the watershed. 1200, 1800, 2400, and 3200 cubic feet of
dead pool storage were provided per acre of watershed. 4-foot and 2-foot dead pool storage
depths were used for the basin modeling. The NURP stormwater pond standards recommend 3
to 10 feet of dead pool storage for prevention of re-suspension of accumulated sediment.3
Soil types consistent with typical Minnesota construction sites were used in the modeling
process. These soils were clay loam, sandy loam, silt loam, and loam. Clay loam is consistent
with soils from various locations in Districts 1 and 6. Sandy loam can be found in the Anoka
Sand Plain. Silt loam and loam are reflective of the Red River Valley and Mankato, respectively.
NRCS recommends a curve number of 96 for compacted soil.2 In order to model different soil
types, a range of curve numbers from 93 to 96 was used in the P8 model to estimate the soil
loading rate for construction sites. The soil loading rate produced by P8 was compared with the
results using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation4 for clay loam (CN:93), sandy loam
(CN:96), silt loam (CN:95), and loam (CN:94). The loading rates can be found in Table 1 of
Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 2: PROJECT TASKS
2.1 Task 1: Summary of Existing Technology
The internet was researched for available passive pond skimming technologies. A
technical memo describing the results is provided in Appendix A. Five designs were found and
described, as well as associated basin design considerations produced by the North Carolina
Department of Transportation. While the capability to improve water quality for each specific
practice is not known, research suggests that devices of this type have the potential to remove
upwards of 90 percent of suspended sediment. Each technology has its own specifications for
discharge rate based on desired retention time.
2.2 Task 2: Modeling
Using HydroCAD, temporary sedimentation basins were designed to satisfy the
requirements for various watershed sizes from 2 to 20 acres. The pond design uses a rectangular
configuration for modeling simplicity. The basins were designed to accommodate runoff from
the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event in the live storage area with overflow in the event of a larger
rainfall event. The live storage is defined as any volume above the lowest height at which water
will be discharged through the skimmer. The dead storage for these basins ranged from 1200 to
3200 cubic feet per acre.
The entire watershed was considered impervious with entirely exposed soils to most
accurately reflect construction sites. Soils were modeled separately for clay loam, sandy loam,
silt loam, and loam using NRCS CNs that ranged from 93 to 96.2 The HydroCAD model
produced various basin configurations based on the size of the contributing watershed and
desired retention time of 3.25 days. These basin configurations were then adapted for modeling
in P8 to predict pollutant removal efficiency. Specific particle size removal efficiency was
estimated using Stokes’ settling velocity for clay, silt, and very fine sand particles.4
The effect of dead storage was evaluated at 4-feet and 2-feet deep. Based on these results,
deadpool depth has little effect on the efficacy of the skimming basins. The results from these
models can be found in Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix B. The 4-foot and 2-foot deep deadpool
ponds have average TSS removal efficiencies of 79 percent and 82 percent, respectively. The
deadpool does not affect treatment efficiency, because the skimmer causes discharge rates to
remain constant and only the water from the pond surface is discharged. As a result, consistently
clean water is discharged regardless of the size of the deadpool volume. Because the deadpool
has little effect on treatment efficiency, the standard pond design uses a 1.5-foot dead pool depth
(Appendix C). This reduces the cost associated with excavating larger ponds, but still provides
enough depth to prevent the skimmer from becoming trapped by accumulated sediment.
A separate design was included to incorporate dead storage as low as 200 cubic feet per
acre using a 2-foot dead storage depth. These smaller basin designs predict the effect of using a
smaller system, such as ditch blocks, when space for properly sized systems is unavailable. The
TSS removal efficiencies of these systems are shown in Table 4 of Appendix B. When the basins
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are unable to retain the 2-yr rainfall event, the efficiency of the system is reduced. The addition
of chemical treatment may be needed in order to maintain the removal efficiency on sites where
full sized ponds are not feasible.
Stokes’ settling velocity was used to evaluate the composition of the pond effluent
water.4 Because the skimmer removes water from the pond surface, Stokes’ equation predicts
that all of the sand and silt content of the suspended sediment is captured while clay particles are
largely untreated. At a 5-foot total basin depth, only 31percent of the clay particles are retained
(See Table 5, Appendix B). In watersheds with soils having high clay content, a flocculent may
be added to improve removal efficiencies.
The density of various Minnesota River sediments was used to predict sediment volume
accumulation in the basin. An annual rate of basin cleanout was estimated from these sediment
densities and modeled sediment accumulation. According to the NPDES general permit, cleanout
is needed when the pond has been filled halfway with sediment. By estimating the frequency at
which this will occur, a less ambiguous standard can be maintained. Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the
predicted cleanout frequencies based on basin sizes and the soil type of the contributing
watershed. Estimated pond cleanout frequencies that can retain the 2-yr rainfall event range from
once every three years to multiple times per year.
2.3 Task 3: Engineering and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
Using the modeling outputs, a standard plan was developed. This plan includes details for
pond design, sizing requirements, outlet structure, SWPPP language, and maintenance protocols.
In addition, special provisions for the plan set were developed. A set of plans and special
provisions can be found in Appendix C. Manufacturer recommendations should be followed to
ensure that the average retention time of the 2-year, 24-hr rainfall event is 3.25 days. A floating
absorbent boom should be included in the design to remove oil or grease in the runoff.
2.4 Task 4: Project Report
Contents of this technical report compile the results of the study.
2.5 Task 5: Meetings
A kickoff meeting was held on January 31st, 2014 to initialize the project after the initial
research had been conducted. Meeting notes are contained in Appendix D.
Other meetings were held to discuss draft results of the model and report. This report is
the compilation of the result of those meetings.
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APPENDIX A: Existing Technology

2014-05-06

List of Pond Skimming Devices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ESC Skimmer, by Erosion Supply Company (http://www.erosionsupply.com/).
Faircloth Skimmer, by J.W. Faircloth and Sons Inc. (http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/).
IAS Skimmer, by Innovative Applied Solutions, LLC (http://iasllcusa.com/).
Marlee Float, by Fee Saver (http://swfeesaver.com/).
Thirsty Duck Buoyant Flow Control Device, by Thirsty Duck (http://thirsty-duck.com/).
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Wenck Associates, Inc.
1800 Pioneer Creek Center
P.O. Box 249
Maple Plain, MN 55359-0249
(800) 472-2232
(763) 479-4200
Fax (763) 479-4242
wenckmp@wenck.com
www.wenck.com

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dwayne Stenlund
Minnesota Department of Transportation

FROM:

Joel Toso, PE
Ian Peterson, EIT

DATE:

January 31, 2014

SUBJECT:

Research of existing pond skimmer technology

Introduction:
This memo provides web research results on available passive discharge skimming technologies (i.e.
floating head skimmers). Surface skimmers are intended to greatly reduce suspended sediment, oil, and
grease loads in rainwater runoff when properly designed and installed.
A floating head skimmer can be defined as a raised discharge device with an inlet at or near the water’s
surface where higher water quality is expected. Drawing water from the surface of the basin reduces the
re-suspension of sediment due to mixing that is prevalent when draining at lower points.

Results:
Of the technologies found to be viable floating head skimmer options (see figures), the Faircloth
Skimmer appears to the most prevalently used (Figure 1). The Faircloth Skimmer is available through
J.W. Faircloth and Sons Inc. located in North Carolina (http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/). A similar
design is the Erosion Supply Company Skimmer (Figure 2). Erosion Supply Company is also located in
North Carolina (http://www.erosionsupply.com/). Innovative Applied Solutions, LLC
(http://iasllcusa.com/), again in North Carolina, provides a similar design as well (Figure 3). Thirsty Duck
(http://thirsty-duck.com/), in Florida, produces a floating system that is activated by rising water levels
(Figure 4). The system closes at a specific water level, as the basin fills the floating valve is opened. Fee
Saver (http://swfeesaver.com/), in South Carolina, produces the Marlee Float which has an orifice in in
the horizontal plane (Figure 5).
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Figure 1: Typical Faircloth Skimmer shown in
floating position.

Figure 2: Erosion Supply Company passive
dewatering device.

Figure 4: Thirsty Duck TD series floating head pond
skimmer.

Figure 3: Innovative Applied Solutions water
quality skimmer detail.

Figure 5: Fee Saver Stormwater Services “The
Marlee Float Skimmer.”
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The use of floating head skimmers is often associated with a retrofitted basin design (Figure 6). The
basin design includes pervious basin partitions that filter sediment and oil prior to reaching the skimmer
device. This is done to further increase water quality and reduce the frequency of necessary
maintenance on the pond skimmer. Retrofitted basin designs, depending on the type of skimmer, may
also include a skimmer pit which is a shallow pit filled with riprap that prevents the skimmer from
settling in accumulated sediment. This, again, improves the performance of the skimmer and reduces
the need for maintenance. When oil and grease are of concern, EnviroHazmat provides a non-discharge
skimmer that collects hydrocarbons. Effluent capacity and design characteristics for the skimmer devices
vary greatly with the technology and are available on the websites provided. In order to achieve the
desired dewatering rates, skimmer devices should be designed accordingly.

Figure 6: Stormwater basin design for use with a floating head skimmer (North Carolina Department of
Transportation).

Several research endeavors have explored the effectiveness of floating head skimmers. The Faircloth
skimmer has received the most attention in this research. Research conducted at North Carolina State
University and Penn State University suggests that skimmers, specifically the Faircloth Skimmer, can
achieve upwards of 90% total suspended solids removal. This assumes that skimmer and basin have
been designed in consideration of the basin retrofits discussed above. Research conducted at the
University of Minnesota, St. Anthony Falls Laboratory suggests similar results for the Thirsty Duck
system. Not all of these technologies have been researched to the same extent and their compared
effectiveness is therefore unknown.
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Conclusion:
Available passive pond skimming technologies were researched. Five designs were found and described,
as well as associated basin design considerations. While the capability to improve water quality for each
specific practice is not known, research suggests that devices of this type have the potential to remove
upwards of 90% of suspended sediment. Each technology has its own specifications for discharge rate
based on desired retention.
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APPENDIX B: Model Outputs

Figure 1: Device rating curve based on the orifice equation and pipe flow for a generic skimmer device. This graph
assumes that the basin has a deadpool depth of 1.5 feet and a maximum depth of 5 feet. The pipe has a diameter of 2
inches and the pipe length is 1.4 times the pond depth per the Faircloth Skimmer recommendations

Table 1: This table shows the annual TSS load (tons/ac/yr) produced by the P8 models. These are then compared to
values calculated using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation. The P8 loadings were used in combination with
the listed soil densities to predict needed pond cleanout frequency. The soil densities are based on soil samples taken
from the bed of the Minnesota River (James, 2009)6.
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Table 2: This table shows the annual TSS removal efficiency predicted in P8 of a basin and skimmer designed to match the
parameters presented for the associated basin having 4 foot deep dead storage. The average removal efficiency for these
systems is 79%. The curve number for Clay Loam, Sandy Loam, Silt Loam, and Loam were 93, 96, 95, and 94 respectively.
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Table 3: This table shows the annual TSS removal efficiency predicted in P8 of a basin and skimmer designed to match the
parameters presented for the associated basin having 2 foot deep dead storage. The average removal efficiency for these
systems is 82%. The curve number for Clay Loam, Sandy Loam, Silt Loam, and Loam were 93, 96, 95, and 94 respectively.
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Table 4: This table shows the annual TSS removal efficiency predicted in P8 of a basin and skimmer designed to match the
parameters presented for the associated basin having 2 foot deep dead storage on a project that does not have enough space to
accommodate a larger basin. The average removal efficiency for these systems is 67%. The curve number for Clay Loam,
Sandy Loam, Silt Loam, and Loam were 93, 96, 95, and 94 respectively.

Table 5: The top half of the table shows the percent by mass of clay (Cl), silt (MS), and very fine sand (VFS) for each design
soil type. The bottom portion of the table shows basin removal efficiency based on soil type and Stokes’ settling velocity.
This assumes that the live storage depth is 5 feet deep and the settling velocity for CL, MS, and VFS is 62.5, 12.5, and 0.02
ft/hr, respectively.
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Table 6: The left portion of the table shows the sizing, footprint, volume, and peak depth of the design basin based on the watershed size. These basins are designed
to accommodate a 2-yr, 24-hr rainfall event and have a design dead storage depth of 4 feet. The basins are sized not to exceed 10 feet in total depth. Where the peak
depth indicated “Overflow,” this design depth maximum has been exceeded in a 2-year, 24-hour rainfall event. The left portion of the table shows the predicted
annual pond cleanout frequency based on watershed size, sediment accumulation, basin removal efficiency, soil type, soil density, and a cleanout depth of 2 feet.
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Table 7: The left portion of the table shows the sizing, footprint, volume, and peak depth of the design basin based on the watershed size. These basins are designed
to accommodate a 2-yr, 24-hr rainfall event and have a design dead storage depth of 2 feet. The basins are sized not to exceed 10 feet in total depth. The left portion
of the table shows the predicted annual pond cleanout frequency based on watershed size, sediment accumulation, basin removal efficiency, soil type, soil density,
and a cleanout depth of 1 foot.
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Table 8: The left portion of the table shows the sizing, footprint, volume, and peak depth of the design basin based on the watershed size.
These basins are designed assuming that the project does not have enough space to accommodate a larger basin and have a design dead
storage depth of 2 feet. Where the peak depth indicated “Overflow,” this design depth maximum has been exceeded in a 2-yr, 24-hr
rainfall event. The left portion of the table shows the predicted annual cleanout frequency based on watershed size, sediment
accumulation, basin removal efficiency, soil type, soil density, and a cleanout depth of 1 foot.
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APPENDIX C: SWPPP and Plan Set

Temporary Construction Pond - Sheets No. XX-XX

C

A

C-1

B

C-2

C-3

C-4

A - This project does/does not have more than 10 acres draining to a common
location and therefore a temporary sediment basin is/is not required. Temporary
sediment basins shall provide treatment to runoff before it leaves the construction
site or enters surface waters. The CONTRACTOR shall comply with the following
requirements:
1. Sedimentation basins must provide live storage of runoff resulting from the 2-yr
24-hr rainfall event from each acre drained to the basin with a minimum of 1,800
cf/acre live storage volume. (Where no calculation has been performed, each basin
shall provide at least 3,600 CF/acre of live storage.) Sedimentation basins must
include a stabilized emergency overflow to prevent basin integrity failure.
2. Discharge from temporary sedimentation basins will be withdrawn from the surface
in order to minimize the discharge of pollutants.
B - Discharge from basin draining shall not adversely affect the receiving water or
downstream properties. CONTRACTOR will visually check to ensure adequate
treatment has been obtained and that nuisance conditions will not result from the
discharge.
C - Any discharge observed to be occurring during the inspection shall be recorded,
described, and photographed.
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C-6
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C-8

Special Provisions
Page i

Project name xxx
MnDOT Project ##

INDEX
SP2005#

ITEM#

DATA

PAGE

S1

(2573) STORM WATER MANAGEMENT ................................................................................................... 1

S2

(3875) WATER TREATMENT ...................................................................................................................... 2

PROJECT PLANS
The Plans for this Project, consisting of the sheets tabulated below, were approved by the State Design Engineer.
PROJECT NO.

TYPE OF WORK

S.P. ##

xxx

TOTAL
SHEETS
##

SHEET NO.

DATE OF
APPROVAL

##

New or revised sheets were approved as listed below:
PROJECT NO.

SHEET NO.

C-9

DATE OF APPROVAL

Special Provisions
Page 1

Project name xxx
MnDOT Project ##

DIVISION S
S1

(2573) STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The provisions of Mn/DOT 2573 are supplemented and/or modified with the following:

S 1.1
follows:

The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 A.1 Erosion Control Supervisor, is revised to read as

The Erosion Control Supervisor shall be a responsible employee of the prime Contractor and/or
duly authorized by the prime Contractor to represent the prime Contractor on all matters pertaining
to the NPDES construction stormwater permit compliance. The Erosion Control Supervisor shall
have authority over all Contractor operations which influence NPDES permit compliance
including grading, excavation, bridge construction, culvert installation, utility work,
clearing/grubbing, and any other operation that increases the erosion potential on the Project. In
addition, the Erosion Control Supervisor shall implement the Contractor’s quality control
program and other provisions in accordance with 1717.2 and be available to be on the Project
within 24 hours at all times from initial disturbance to final stabilization as well as perform the
following duties:
S 1.2
The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 A.4 Construction of Temporary Sediment Basins and
Traps, is revised to read as follows:
Construct temporary sediment basins per plan for Construction Storm Water Pond concurrently
with the start of soil disturbing activities. Direct storm water run off from localized watershed to
the basins. Mulch, seed, or both, the exposed side slopes of the basins meeting the requirements
of the NPDES permit or within 14 calendar days.
S 1.3

Mn/DOT 2573.3 G replace (Blank) with Pond Fiber Baffle Installation and add the following:
Install the pond fiber baffle per plan. Use Mn/DOT 3885, Category 5 material.

S 1.4
follows:

The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 P.4 Sediment Basins and Traps, is revised to read as

Inspect the basin after each rainfall event greater than 0.5 inches. Once basin has drained, remove
the accumulated sediment if the depth of sediment collected in the basin reaches the top of the
rock pad for the pond skimmer. Complete drainage and removal within 72 h of discovery or as
soon as field conditions allow access. Remove sediment to the original designed or excavated
grade or as necessary to restore the function of the device.
S 1.5

Mn/DOT 2573.4 I replace (Blank) with Pond Fiber Baffle and add the following:
The Engineer will measure the pond fiber baffle by the length installed.

S 1.6

Mn/DOT 2573.4 Add new section O Floating Head Skimmer with the following new paragraph:
The Engineer will measure the float head skimmer by each skimmer provided.

S 1.7

Mn/DOT 2573.5 E, Sediment Traps, is revised to read as follows:

C-10

Special Provisions
Page 2

Project name xxx
MnDOT Project ##

The Engineer will measure sediment traps (construction storm water ponds) quantities by volume
for basin excavation and construction. Items required to install the construction storm water pond
per plan not specifically listed here, such as outlet structures and oil boom, are considered
incidental to the cost of installing the construction storm water pond. The Engineer will measure
excavation by volume of the material in its original position. The Engineer will measure overflow
devices separately.
S 1.8

Mn/DOT 2573.5 I, Pay Items, is revised to adding the following items:
Item No.: 2573.503; Item: Pond Fiber Baffle; Unit: linear foot (meter).
Item No.: 2573.511; Item: Floating Head Skimmer; Unit: each.

S2

(3875) WATER TREATMENT
The provisions of Mn/DOT 3875.2 are supplemented and/or modified with the following:

S 2.1

Mn/DOT 3875.2 A.4 Floating Head Skimmer, is revised to read as follows:
Provide a schedule 40 PVC pipe at least 1.5 in [38 mm] diameter for the floating head skimmer.
Use the following skimmers or approved equal: ESC Skimmer, by Erosion Supply Company
(http://www.erosionsupply.com/), Faircloth Skimmer, by J.W. Faircloth and Sons Inc.
(http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/), IAS Skimmer, by Innovative Applied Solutions, LLC
(http://iasllcusa.com/), Marlee Float, by Fee Saver (http://swfeesaver.com/), or Thirsty Duck
Buoyant Flow Control Device, by Thirsty Duck (http://thirsty duck.com/). Use a flocculant with a
floating head skimmer in accordance with 3898, “Flocculants,” to provide additional treatment if
shown on the plans.
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PROJECT PLANS
The Plans for this Project, consisting of the sheets tabulated below, were approved by the State Design Engineer.
PROJECT NO.

TYPE OF WORK

S.P. ##

xxx

TOTAL
SHEETS
##

SHEET NO.

DATE OF
APPROVAL

##

New or revised sheets were approved as listed below:
PROJECT NO.

SHEET NO.

DATE OF APPROVAL
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DIVISION S
S-1

(2573) STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
The provisions of Mn/DOT 2573 are supplemented and/or modified with the following:

S-1.1
follows:

The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 A.1 Erosion Control Supervisor, is revised to read as

The Erosion Control Supervisor shall be a responsible employee of the prime Contractor and/or
duly authorized by the prime Contractor to represent the prime Contractor on all matters pertaining
to the NPDES construction stormwater permit compliance. The Erosion Control Supervisor shall
have authority over all Contractor operations which influence NPDES permit compliance
including grading, excavation, bridge construction, culvert installation, utility work,
clearing/grubbing, and any other operation that increases the erosion potential on the Project. In
addition, the Erosion Control Supervisor shall implement the Contractor’s quality control
program and other provisions in accordance with 1717.2 and be available to be on the Project
within 24 hours at all times from initial disturbance to final stabilization as well as perform the
following duties:
S-1.2
The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 A.4 Construction of Temporary Sediment Basins and
Traps, is revised to read as follows:
Construct temporary sediment basins per plan for Construction Storm Water Pond concurrently
with the start of soil disturbing activities. Direct storm water run off from localized watershed to
the basins. Mulch, seed, or both, the exposed side slopes of the basins meeting the requirements
of the NPDES permit or within 14 calendar days.
S-1.3

Mn/DOT 2573.3 G replace (Blank) with Pond Fiber Baffle Installation and add the following:
Install the pond fiber baffle per plan. Use Mn/DOT 3885, Category 5 material.

S-1.4
follows:

The first paragraph of Mn/DOT 2573.3 P.4 Sediment Basins and Traps, is revised to read as

Inspect the basin after each rainfall event greater than 0.5 inches. Once basin has drained, remove
the accumulated sediment if the depth of sediment collected in the basin reaches the top of the
rock pad for the pond skimmer. Complete drainage and removal within 72 h of discovery or as
soon as field conditions allow access. Remove sediment to the original designed or excavated
grade or as necessary to restore the function of the device.
S-1.5

Mn/DOT 2573.4 I replace (Blank) with Pond Fiber Baffle and add the following:
The Engineer will measure the pond fiber baffle by the length installed.

S-1.6

Mn/DOT 2573.4 Add new section O Floating Head Skimmer with the following new paragraph:
The Engineer will measure the float head skimmer by each skimmer provided.

S-1.7

Mn/DOT 2573.5 E, Sediment Traps, is revised to read as follows:
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The Engineer will measure sediment traps (construction storm water ponds) quantities by volume
for basin excavation and construction. Items required to install the construction storm water pond
per plan not specifically listed here, such as outlet structures and oil boom, are considered
incidental to the cost of installing the construction storm water pond. The Engineer will measure
excavation by volume of the material in its original position. The Engineer will measure overflow
devices separately.
S-1.8

Mn/DOT 2573.5 I, Pay Items, is revised to adding the following items:
Item No.: 2573.503; Item: Pond Fiber Baffle; Unit: linear foot (meter).
Item No.: 2573.511; Item: Floating Head Skimmer; Unit: each.

S-2

(3875) WATER TREATMENT
The provisions of Mn/DOT 3875.2 are supplemented and/or modified with the following:

S-2.1

Mn/DOT 3875.2 A.4 Floating Head Skimmer, is revised to read as follows:
Provide a schedule 40 PVC pipe at least 1.5 in [38 mm] diameter for the floating head skimmer.
Use the following skimmers or approved equal: ESC Skimmer, by Erosion Supply Company
(http://www.erosionsupply.com/), Faircloth Skimmer, by J.W. Faircloth and Sons Inc.
(http://www.fairclothskimmer.com/), IAS Skimmer, by Innovative Applied Solutions, LLC
(http://iasllcusa.com/), Marlee Float, by Fee Saver (http://swfeesaver.com/), or Thirsty Duck
Buoyant Flow Control Device, by Thirsty Duck (http://thirsty-duck.com/). Use a flocculant with a
floating head skimmer in accordance with 3898, “Flocculants,” to provide additional treatment if
shown on the plans.
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APPENDIX D: Kickoff Meeting Notes

Wenck Associates, Inc.
1802 Wooddale Drive
Suite 100
Woodbury, MN 55125-2937
(651) 294-4580
Fax (651) 228-1969
wenckmp@wenck.com
www.wenck.com

MEETING MINUTES
SUBJECT:

Pond Skimming Kickoff Meeting

CLIENT:

Dwayne Stenlund
Bruce Holdhusen
Minnesota Department of Transportation

PROJECT:

Implementation of Floating Weir System for Surface Skimming of Temporary Stormwater Ponds

DATE:

January 31st, 2014, 8:00 A.M.

MEETING LOCATION:

MnDOT, 395 John Ireland Blvd, St. Paul, MN 55155

MEETING PARTICIPANTS:
Dwayne Stenlund, MnDOT
Bruce Holdhusen, MnDOT
•

•

•

•

Joel Toso, Wenck Associates Inc.
Ian Peterson, Wenck Associates Inc.

Review results of pond skimmer technology research.
o Carolinas house the major proprietors of this technology.
o Faircloth is the first to enter the market.
o MnDOT cannot show preference to one technology so the designs must be applicable to any
device.
Discussion of MPCA NPDES general permit.
o Systems must have equivalent sediment treatment when ponds are not feasible.
o Stepped ditch system may provide a system to meet that requirement.
o Potential addition of chemical treatment to improve sediment removal when needed.
o Need to quantify surface skimming technology removal efficiency in order to determine what
equivalent treatment is.
Modeling task.
o Will be using HydroCAD and P8 to model the effect of pond skimming technology.
o Test the reliability of proprietor effluent rate information.
o Check the effect of orifice flow, pipe flow, and weir flow.
o Use various configurations and explore configurations that are not available in the marketplace.
o Identify the effect of soil type on TSS removal for various regions in Minnesota.
o Use a retention time of 3.25 days to have adequate time for sediment deposition.
Determine what happens when you have a large watershed and only the space for a small pond.
o Some construction sites do not have the space to put in a conventional BMP but still need to
comply with the general permit.
o Stepped ditch system with and without skimmers.
o Rock checks for ponding.
o May need a flocculent.
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